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Best Projects



The Process

Each TA nominates 4-5 of their projects
All staff meets, watch all videos, play with all tools, and 
discuss which ones get a nomination
Top three:
Each staff member casts three votes among his favorite 
projects 



The Results

A first place and two runners up!
120% of points

6 Honorable Mentions
110% of points

For all: listed in “Hall of Fame” on website



The Honorable 
Mentions
In no particular Order



Clinical profiling in Colon 
cancer of Utah population

Seyoun Byun, Hyojoon Park

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkfstrFtwyQ


Premier League Season 
Explorer

Brian Eisner, Kevin Wood, Jakob Johnson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHJR5lMACG0


Mamba Mentality: Shot 
Selection

Marko Miholjcic, Jordan Hendriksen 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vj5IsittPnk


Avalanche Explorer
Joachim Meyer, Abishek Krishnan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2J-Xp8WJ9pQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2J-Xp8WJ9pQ


Visualization of 
Metagenomic Data 

LeAnn Lindsey, Kimberly Truong, Lourdes Valdez

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRD0133kAhM


World Languages 
Datavis

Andreas Martinson, Janaan Luke, Rachel Berghout

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irzD8Ur3n68


Runner Up



Visualizing US Fires 
2020

Taos Transue, Huy Tran, Troy Saltiel

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4yhI7hhRPM


Runner Up



VOEIS (Visualization of the Online 
Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences)

David Miller, Qianlang Chen, Jiawen Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8mhWaJFFLM


#1



Poké-Data
Sunny Siu, Kaelin Hoang

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qL-Tf_3X0J8


Recap



Course Components

Theory

Design Skills Coding Skills

Lecture
Reading
Discussion

Design Lectures
Design Critiques
Exercises

Labs
D3 reading
Self-study
Office hours



What is a good visualization?

Design Critiques and Redesigns



Programming

http://d3js.org/


Perception



Data, Marks & Channels
Tables

Attributes (columns)

Items 
(rows)

Cell containing value

Networks

Link

Node 
(item)

Trees

Fields (Continuous)

Attributes (columns)

Value in cell

Cell

Multidimensional Table

Value in cell

Grid of positions

Geometry (Spatial)

Position

Dataset Types
Magnitude Channels: Ordered Attributes Identity Channels: Categorical Attributes

Spatial region

Color hue

Motion

Shape

Position on common scale

Position on unaligned scale

Length (1D size)

Tilt/angle

Area (2D size)

Depth (3D position)

Color luminance

Color saturation

Curvature

Volume (3D size)

Channels: Expressiveness Types and E!ectiveness Ranks



Design Guidelines



Interaction

http://bl.ocks.org/jasondavies/1341281
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5X8XY9430fM


Views

Multiple Views
Linked Highlighting
Same Data Different View
Different Data
Small Multiples
Partitioning

http://keshif.me/demo/inc5000
http://demo.caleydo.org/pathfinder/main.html#uc=dblp


Tables

Scatterplot Matrices 
[Bostock]

Parallel Coordinates 
[Bostock]

Pixel-based visualizations / 
heat maps

Multidimensional Scaling 
[Doerk 2011]

http://www.jasondavies.com/parallel-sets/


Maps

https://bramus.github.io/mercator-puzzle-redux/
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/10/15/us/politics/swing-history.html?_r=0


Networks

MatrixExplicit  
(Node-Link)

Implicit



Filter & Aggregate

Eliminate Uniteresting Items
Group similar items
Clustering
Dimensionality Reduction

https://www.jasondavies.com/maps/voronoi/airports/


Sets and Text

Mapping Text with Phrase Nets 

Frank van Ham, Martin Wattenberg, and Fernanda B. Viégas 

           

 
 
           Fig. 1. Scanning the bible for textual matches to the pattern µX begat Y¶ reveals a network of family relations.

Abstract²We present a new technique, the phrase net, for generating visual overviews of unstructured text. A phrase net displays 
a graph whose nodes are words and whose edges indicate that two words are linked by a user-specified relation. These relations 
may be defined either at the syntactic or lexical level; different relations often produce very different perspectives on the same text. 
Taken together, these perspectives often provide an illuminating visual overview of the key concepts and relations in a document or 
set of documents. 

Index Terms²Text visualization, tag cloud, natural language processing, semantic net. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Scholars have long dreamed of turning text²from books to entire 
libraries²into maps. A visual perspective on a text has many 
potential uses. A map can serve as a summary and provide a 
jumping-off point for close reading. Mapping techniques may also be 
used to compare multiple texts, whether books by different authors 
or speeches by different politicians. 

Unfortunately, anyone who sets out to map a book quickly runs 
into two problems. The first is purely conceptual: most interesting 
texts are large (a typical novel has more than 100,000 words) so 
some kind of analysis and summarization is necessary to make them 
amenable to visualization. The key issue is to define an effective unit 
of analysis; such a unit could range from letters to words to general 
concepts and ideas. Due to the current state of natural language 
processing, choosing the right unit involves a tradeoff between 

reliability and validity. On one end of the scale, computers can 
reliably pick out the individual words in a book, leaving the task of 
putting the words together to a human.  On the other end, programs 
that aim to extract high-level meaning from text²say a semantic 
network of people and their relations²face significant error rates 
and are easily misunderstood by their users. 

The second problem in the visual display of text involves 
legibility. In most visualizations, one wants to use spatial position as 
a meaningful variable. Yet a readable set of words obeys spatial 
constraints on alignment, grouping, and type size. The conflict 
between positioning and legibility can lead to displays that are hard 
to read or where spatial position is essentially random. 

In this paper we introduce a new text mapping technique, the 
phrase net, which seeks a balance both in analysis and display. Our 
unit of analysis is a ³phrase,´ i.e., a particular relationship between 
words that can be defined using either simple pattern matching or 
syntactic analysis. This unit provides a higher level of analysis than 
individual words, but is easily understood by users and does not 
require unreliable artificial intelligence. Our visual displays use a 
standard graph layout engine that has been modified to ensure that 
text is readable via constraints on alignment and grouping. 

 
x Frank van Ham is with IBM Research, E-Mail: fvanham@us.ibm.com. 
x Martin Wattenberg is with IBM Research, E-Mail: mwatten@us.ibm.com. 
x Fernanda B. Viégas is with IBM Research, E-Mail: viegasf@us.ibm.com. 
 
Manuscript received 31 March 2009; accepted 27 July 2009; posted online
11 October 2009; mailed on 5 October 2009. In addition to describing the design and implementation of the 

phrase net, we also provide a series of sample use cases. Some of 
these were derived from our own exploration. To find others, we 
deployed a simplified version of the phrase net on the Many Eyes 

For information on obtaining reprints of this article, please send  
email to: tvcg@computer.org . 
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Storytelling

http://guns.periscopic.com/?year=2013


Design/Evaluation seri
al

parall
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Opportunities



Classes & Other Opportunities
Visualization Seminar - CS 7942
Advanced  Data Visualization - CS 6956
Vis for Scientific Data - CS 6636

Independent Study in VDL: 
http://vdl.sci.utah.edu/

http://vdl.sci.utah.edu/


Human-Centered Computing
CS 6540 - HCI (Fall)
CS 6963 - Advanced HCI (Spring)
ED PS 6010 - Intro Statistics and Research 
Design
DES 5710 - Product Design and 
Development 
ANTH 6169 - Ethnographic Methods 
ED PS 6030 - Introduction to Research 
Design  
CS 7940 - Human-Centered Computing 
Seminar



Feedback



Feedback Please!
Were your expectations met? 
What else would you have liked to learn about? 
Did you feel prepared? Are the prerequisites appropriate?
Was it too much work? Was it too easy?
Too little programming? Too much programming?
Did you like JS/D3?
Did you enjoy the project? 



Course Evaluation

https://goo.gl/IbhkEr
Please Take 5 Min to evaluate this 
course! 
Evaluations are important for us to 
improve the course and our teaching!

https://goo.gl/IbhkEr


Thanks!

To you for participating and coming to lectures!
To our TAs Devin, Haihan, Youjia, Jeff!


